CONTRACT SEARCH
Quick, eﬃcient contract search. Data intelligence to get to the
answers to your legal questions right now.

Prompt, accurate answers
The Data X-Ray will read your contract contents and pull out the parts that are relevant to
the questions you need answers to. Simply search directly from your native storage or
upload your files to Data X-Ray managed storage in a drag and drop experience
(xray.ohalo.co). There is no requirement to integrate your contracts with any independent
systems.

Automatically sort all documents by counterparties or signatories
The Data X-Ray understands which documents are relevant to which counterparties and
allows you to find relevant documents with those counterparties in seconds. The Data XRay also identifies named persons in documents allowing you to quickly find individual
signatories to agreements.

Automatically label files according to document type
The Data X-Ray’s machine-learning powered document
categorization features allow you to diﬀerentiate between
document types that you define. This allows you to
quickly drill down into which documents are commercial
agreements, MSAs, NDAs, and whatever else you might
define.
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CONTRACT SEARCH IN PRACTICE
A powerful solution for use cases including counterparty
identification, contract discovery, clause identification and more
Contracts are often stored in disorganized folders on
multiple network drives or cloud storage. Legal and
contracts teams often have little idea of who the contracts
are with or whether or not they even still have eﬀect.
The Data X-Ray transforms weeks-long contract search
processes into minutes with a "Google-like" search
capability. The Data X-Ray automatically keeps track of the
data that your contracts team cares about like
counterparties, dates, and key clause types. This is all
indexed and searchable in seconds so that you can pull
back the contracts that matter to the particular case at hand
and get to the analytics that drive value for your
organization.
Clause discovery exercises
Answering questions like “what SLA clauses are we exposed to?”, “what security
requirements do we have with our clients?”, and “with which clients can we uplift pricing?”
used to require manual search through thousands if not hundreds of thousands of files
across diﬀerent areas of your organization.
The Data X-Ray can scale to millions of files to discover data that is relevant to you within
your file systems—and do this in a fraction of the time it takes humans to do the same. The
Data X-Ray’s machine learning algorithms can parse and understand your files to diﬀerentiate
between what is and is not important for a particular question that you are trying to answer.
Legal document type identification
In an unstructured file system, finding documents that you need is diﬃcult. Inconsistent file
names and lack of understanding of colleagues’ file storage structure can cause you to
overlook relevant files that put your organization at legal risk. The Data X-Ray can quickly
parse which files are of what type to help you sort between NDAs, MSAs, and whatever else
you might define as important to your work.
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